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Abstract
BPES is a genetic disorder including blepharophimosis, ptosis of the eyelids, 
epicanthus inversus and telecanthus. Type I is associated with female infertili
ty, whereas type II presents without other symptoms. Both types I and II occur 
sporadically or are inherited as an autosomal dominant trait. We present a 
molecular genetic and cytogenetic study in a large four-generation Belgian 
family with BPES type II. Karyotype analysis on high-resolution banded chro
mosomes yielded normal results. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) 
with cosmid probes spanning 3q22-q24 revealed normal hybridization pat
terns. Sixteen polymorphic CA repeats encompassing region 3ql3-q25 were 
analysed. Linkage analysis in this large four-generation family provides con
clusive evidence for the presence of a BPES gene in this region. Two-point lod 
scores greater than 3.0 between the disease and the following markers were 
seen: D3S1589 (4.67), D3S1292 (3.52), D3S1290 (3.59) and D3S1549 (3.65). 
By FISH, D3S1290, D3S1292 and D3S1549 were assigned to chromosome 
3q23 using YACs positive for these markers.

Introduction BPES has been classified into two types: type I, with 
infertility in affected females, and type II, not associated 
with female infertility and transmitted by both sexes [2, 
3]. Type I is completely penetrant, whereas type II has a 
penetrance of 96.5% [3,4]. So far, it is not known whether 
female infertility is the result of a pleiotropic effect of the 
same gene or whether it is part of a contiguous gene syn
drome.

Several sporadic BPES cases have been reported carry
ing an interstitial deletion of variable size involving 3ql2- 
q24 [5-11]. Invariably, in these patients, BPES was asso
ciated with other anomalies such as mental retardation, a

Blepharophimosis syndrome (BPES, MIM 110100) is 
a rare eyelid malformation characterized by (1) a reduced 
size of the palpebral fissures (blepharophimosis), (2) fall
ing of the eyelids (ptosis) and (3) a small skin fold arising 
from the lower lid and running inwards and upwards (epi
canthus inversus) [1]. A lateral displacement of the inner 
canthi is also invariably present (telecanthus). BPES af
fects both sexes. Most cases are sporadic, but autosomal 
dominant inheritance has been observed in several fami
lies.
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Strand primers were fluorescein labelled at the 5' end. CA repeat frag
ments were amplified essentially as described in Gyapay et al. [23] in 
25-pl reaction mixtures containing 100 ng DNA, 1 U Taq poly
merase (BRL), 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 1.5 mM MgCl2) 15 mM 
(NH4)2S04, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.01% gelatin, 200 mM each dNTP, 
1 mM of each primer. For every marker, DNA amplified from indi
vidual 134702 of the CEPH family 1347 served as a size marker, 
allowing accurate genotyping of the patients [23]. All PCR fragments 
were electrophoresed on an ALF™ Automated DNA sequencer 
(Pharmacia) on a 6% LongRanger™- (AT Biochem) 8 M urea dena
turing gel. In every lane, size markers (63 and 334 bp) were loaded to 
correct for minor bandshifts during gel electrophoresis. Genotyping 
for all markers was carried out using the Fragment Manager™ 1.1 
software.

Lod scores were calculated using LINKAGE 5.1 [25], assuming a 
gene frequency of 0.0001 and a disease penetrance of 0.965. Allele 
frequencies for the different markers were taken from the Genome 
Data Base. Multipoint linkage analysis was performed using the Fast- 
link programmes [26, 27],

To determine the cytogenetic localization of the BPES type II 
region, several YACs positive for closely linked markers were identi
fied from the Généthon database. Y730D4 (D3S1290 and 
D3S1587), Y819B5 (D3S1292), Y648G2 and Y710G8 (both 
D3S1549) were mapped by FISH on R-banded chromosomes. Probe 
labelling, slide preparation, pretreatment and FISH were performed 
as described elsewhere [21]. Images were recorded with the ISIS dig
ital imaging system (MetaSystems).

flat broad nasal bridge, muscular hypotonia, cryptorchi
dism, cardiac defects, a high arched palate, cleft of the soft 
palate, microcephaly and diaphragmatic hernia. This sug
gests the presence of a contiguous gene syndrome. It was 
recently shown that genetic heterogeneity might be 
present in BPES with some cases showing cytogenetic 
abnormalities at 3p25 [10].

In three unrelated male BPES children without other 
abnormalities, cytogenetic analysis revealed a balanced 
translocation involving 3q [12-14], Classification into 
type I or II cannot be made in these cases.

One young girl with BPES and microcephaly as well 
as other minor anomalies was reported carrying a 
t(3;8)(q23;p21.1) translocation [15]. The authors suggest
ed that this patient might have a microdeletion.

Linkage analysis with 3q markers was reported in two 
small BPES type II families with autosomal dominant 
inheritance [16]. Under the assumption of complete pene
trance, a lod score of 3.23 was obtained by multipoint 
analysis, suggesting that a gene for BPES is located on 
chromosome 3q. However, an interval of approximately 
50 cM was supported with 100:1 odds by the multipoint 
analysis. Recently, linkage analysis in a large French pedi
gree provided evidence for the localisation of a BPES gene 
in the 18-cM interval between D3S1292 and D3S1555

Results[17].
In this communication, we present our cytogenetic, 

linkage and FISH data obtained in a large Belgian BPES 
type II family.

Analysis of high-resolution-banded chromosomes in 
affected and non-affected relatives was normal. No dele
tions were found by FISH with the cosmids cC13-438, 
cC13-493, cC13-596 and cC13-608 (data not shown).

For all markers tested, several affected persons were 
heterozygous, implying that in our family, BPES type II is 
not caused by a large deletion at these sequence-tagged 
sites.

Materials and Methods
Careful clinical examination including measurements of the in

ner canthal distance was carried out in a core group of family mem
bers, including six affecteds, resulting in the diagnosis BPES type II 
[18]. Other family members were diagnosed on the basis of extensive
ly available early photographs. Our patients have the classical eye 
abnormalities, but no other abnormalities besides a dry scaling skin. 
All affected persons had an affected parent and reduced penetrance 
was not obvious. High-resolution banding analysis was performed on 
metaphase spreads prepared from short-term phytohaemagglutinin- 
stimulated lymphocyte cultures by standard methods [19],

To detect submicroscopic deletions, cosmids cC13-438, cC13-493, 
cC13-596 and cC13-608 located in 3q22-q24 [20] were analysed by 
FISH as described elsewhere [21], DNA was extracted using standard 
phenol-chloroform methods [22].

Segregation of sixteen microsatellite markers was studied in 
the family: D3S1558, D3S1303, D3S1267, D3S1589, D3S1292, 
D3S1290, D3S1576, D3S1549, D3S1593, D3S196, D3S1306, 
D3S1555, D3S1308, D3S1299, D3S1279 and D3S1275 [23]. The 
microsatellites were selected for their high heterozygosity value [23] 
and for their localization in the region 3ql3-3q25 [24]. The CA

The 2-point lod scores for the most informative mark
ers are shown in table 1. With four adjacent markers, a 
2-point lod score higher than 3 was obtained at 0 = 0.00: 
D3S1589 (4.67), D3S1292 (3.52), D3S1290 (3.59) and 
D3S1549 (3.65).

Under the assumption of complete penetrance, the 
positive values of our 2-point lod scores rise further. 
Haplotype analysis revealed two key crossovers, allowing 
a definition of the interval for BPES type II by meiotic 
breakpoints to a 28-cM interval between D3S1593 and 
D3S1558. Multipoint analysis under the assumption of 
full penetrance showed a platform between D3S1593 and 
D3S1558 (fig. 1).

To determine the cytogenetic localization of the BPES 
type II region, four YACs positive for closely linked mark-
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Fig. 1. Multipoint lod score analysis: maximum lod score of 4.81 
at D3S1589. Additional marks on the y axis are given at values of 
4.81,2.81 and 1.81.

Fig. 2. R-banded chromosomes 3 follow
ing hybridization with YACs 819B5 (a), 
370D4 (b), 710G8 (c) and 648G2 (d).

Table 1. Pairwise lod scores of the most significant microsatellite markers used in this study

Recombination fractionLocus 0Zmax

O.Otf 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.20 0.30

D3S1558
D3S1267
D3S1589
D3S1292
D3S1290
D3S1549
D3S1593
D3S1306
D3S1555

-1.65 (-inf) 
2.89(2.95 
4.67 (4.76) 
3.52(3.58) 
3.59(3.67) 
3.65(3.72) 
0.23 (-3.64) 
2.21 (2.27) 

-3.70 (-inf)

1.44 1.89 1.87 1.72 1.51 0.99 1.91 0.07
2.84 2.64 2.38 2.11 1.83 1.25 2.89 0.0
4.60 4.28 3.86 3.43 2.97 1.98 4.67 0.0
3.45 3.18 2.83 2.47 2.10 1.35 3.52 0.0
3.52 3.23 2.87 2.50 2.11 1.35 3.59 0.0
3.58 3.32 2.97 2.61 2.24 1.47 3.65 0.0
0.46 0.75 0.81 0.76 0.68 0.44 0.81 0.1
2.17 1.99 1.76 1.52 1.27 0.78 2.21 0.0

-1.20 -0.12 0.21 0.30 0.31 0.19 0.31 0.2

Lod scores were generated with the program LINKAGE 5.1 with 0.965 penetrance and allele frequencies from the 
CEPH reference families. Loci are listed in their best linkage order [8]. 
a Two-point lod scores at 0 = 0.00 when complete penetrance is assumed.

ers were selected from the CEPH YAC library using the 
Généthon Quickmap program. Y730D4 (D3S1290 and 
D3S1587), Y819B5 (D3S1292), Y648G2 and Y710G8 
(both D3S1549) were mapped by FISH on R-banded 
chromosomes. Specific hybridization signals were ob
served on 3q23 for each of the four YACs (fig. 2). YACs 
648G2 and 710G8 were chimeric: besides the hybridiza
tion to 3q23, a weak signal was seen at 18q for Y648G2 
and at 3q, 8q, 14q and lq for Y710G8.

Discussion

The patients in this family present with BPES type II, 
without other associated findings besides a dry scaling 
skin. As no cytogenetic abnormalities were observed and 
FISH analysis in the region 3q22-3q24 did not reveal a 
deletion, BPES type II is most probably caused by a single 
gene defect in this family.

Linkage analysis allowed the conclusion that a gene for 
BPES tpe II is located in this region. This is the first link
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mosome 3q23 and the localization of the markers was 
therefore refined compared to Smith et al. [24].

Recently, the translocation breakpoint in the patient 
described by Fukushima et al. [14] was localized between 
D3S1615 and D3S1316 [28]. Both markers lie 1 cMfrom 
the marker D3S1549, yielding a 3.65 2-point lod score in 
our family, and mapped to 3q23. We presume that in our 
family also, the defect might reside near the translocation 
breakpoint and we are currently investigating this region. 
The gene encoding the cellular retinol-binding protein-1 
(RBP1), mapped to this region, represents a potential can
didate for the BPES gene, as retinoids are required for a 
wide variety of biological processes. RBP1 is also consid
ered to be a candidate gene for Hailey-Hailey, an autoso
mal dominant skin disease mapped to the same region as 
BPES type II [29]. The dry scaling skin in our BPES 
patients might be a minor expression of Hailey-Hailey. 
Further studies are needed to determine the potential 
involvement of RBP1 in both disorders.

age report on an extended family resulting in a 2-point lod 
score of 4.67 between BPES type II and the marker 
D3S1589, under the assumption of reduced penetrance. 
We analysed our data under this most conservative and 
stringent assumption, because BPES type II families have 
been described where reduced penetrance was evident [3, 
4]. Previous linkage studies were performed under the 
assumption of complete penetrance [16, 17], as all af
fected patients had an affected parent. In our opinion, 
however, this argument only means that reduced pene
trance is not obvious.

Combining the results of the three studies [16, 17, 
present paper], under the assumption of full penetrance, 
we can refine the support interval for the BPES gene by 
linkage with odds of 100:1, to a 14-cM interval between 
D3S1292 and D3S1593. So far, linkage data in familial 
BPES type II, with no detectable cytogenetic aberration, 
reveal no genetic heterogeneity.

At present, no linkage studies have been reported in 
families with BPES type I. Although BPES type I is more 
prevalent than type II, it may be more difficult to encoun
ter a family suitable for analysis, because of the female 
infertility.

The correlation between the cytogenetic and the genet
ic linkage map is not yet well established. By FISH, four 
YACs containing closely linked markers (D3S1292, 
D3S1290 and D3S1549) were precisely mapped on chro
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